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ABSTRACT
________________________________________________________________
Machu Picchu is among the world’s most controversial heritage sites. It
represents a case where raising money through ticket sales and other
activities, rather than an opportunity to fund site preservation, in fact
constitutes a major threat to the survival of the site through
overexploitation. Unesco has been very critical in recent decades about the
management of Machu Picchu. International pressure resulted in the
establishment of two master plans, in 1998 and in 2005. In this paper we
investigate in depth the contents and rhetoric of the two plans, comparing
changes in the two different versions, and linking the change in planning
attitude to actual changes taking place in the site. This is also an
opportunity to open a discussion on the interdisciplinarity of master plans
in heritage sites.
________________________________________________________________
Re´sume´: Machu Picchu est l’un des sites patrimoniaux les plus controverse´s
au monde. Il repre´sente un cas ou` la collecte de fonds par la vente de
billets et d’autres activite´s, plutoˆt que la possibilite´ de financer la
pre´servation du site, constitue, en fait, une menace majeure pour la survie
du site a` travers la surexploitation. L’Unesco a e´te´ tre`s critique ces dernie`res
de´cennies sur la gestion de Machu Picchu. La pression internationale a
abouti a` la cre´ation de deux plans directeurs, en 1998 et en 2005. Dans cet
article, nous e´tudions en profondeur le contenu et la rhe´torique des deux
plans, en comparant les changements dans les deux versions diffe´rentes, et
en reliant les changements d’orientation du programme aux re´els
changements ayant lieu sur le site. C’est aussi l’occasion d’ouvrir un de´bat
sur l’interdisciplinarite´ des plans directeurs sur les sites du patrimoine.
________________________________________________________________
Resumen: Machu Picchu es uno de los lugares patrimonio de la humanidad
ma´s controvertidos del mundo. En su caso, la recaudacio´n de dinero con la
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venta de tickets y otras actividades no solo no esta´ sirviendo para financiar
la preservacio´n de la zona, sino que constituye una grave amenaza para su
supervivencia debido a la sobreexplotacio´n. En las u´ltimas de´cadas la
Unesco ha sido muy crı´tica con la gestio´n del Machu Picchu. La presio´n
internacional ha conseguido la aprobacio´n de dos planes maestros, en 1998
y en 2005. En el presente trabajo investigamos a fondo el contenido y la
reto´rica de los dos planes, comparando las diferencias de las dos versiones
y asociando el cambio de actitud a los cambios reales que tienen lugar en
el sitio. Tambie´n brinda una oportunidad para abrir un debate sobre el
cara´cter interdisciplinar de los planes maestros en los lugares patrimonio de
la humanidad.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Introduction
This paper investigates the process of change at Machu Picchu in the last
years through analysis of the two master plans prepared for the site, in
1998 and 2005 respectively.
This type of research has several elements of interest at different levels
of detail. At a general level, the issue of plans has become increasingly
important in the heritage field as professional entities and international
agencies foster the adoption of Master Plans across the globe. According to
the UNESCO Convention of 1972 and its operational guidelines, inclusion
of a site in the World Heritage List requires measures of conservation and
management. To that end, the adoption of managerial and planning tools
is a fundamental requirement for all world heritage sites (e.g. Ringbeck
2008; for a comprehensive bibliography on management plans applied to
World Heritage sites see ICOMOS, 2010).
Other disciplinary traditions are also acting in a similar direction: the
diffusion of management discourse to arts and heritage institutions brings
with it a specific type of planning within the discourse of management:
that is to say the logics and tools of business plans.
Despite the increasing reference to plans and planning, given the multi-
disciplinary nature of heritage and the various disciplines involved—from
urban planning, to regional planning, to business and organizational the-
ory—it is hard to find a clear presentation of the state-of-the-art in this set
of similar (yet not the same) tools and approaches. Despite some similari-
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ties to that of management, the discourse of planning has a parallel and to
some extent independent genealogy, probably linked to its adaptation to
different objects and topics (the urban fabric, regional issues, internal orga-
nizational aspects) and their complex natures.
Scholarly literatures are also divided, and rarely acknowledge reciprocal
influences or share epistemological and operational issues. For instance,
despite the development of tools that are still in use, such as the SWOT
analysis developed in the ‘‘golden age’’ of strategic planning in the 1960s
(Learned et al. 1969; for an overview see Friesner 2011), a more skeptical
approach to the development of the research about the nature of organiza-
tional decision making emerged, along with the increasing relevance of the
notion of bounded rationality (Simon 1947, 1991; March 1988). Starting
from the 1970s a huge debate on the meaning and usefulness of planning
has been carried out in the management field, even in respect to profit-
seeking entities (Normann 1977; Mintzberg 1978; Pettigrew 1987; for a
summary see Zan 1990). What is curious to notice is that in the heritage
field, there has been no such discussion on ‘‘the rise and fall of strategic
planning’’, to use Mintzberg’s (1994) words.
In this context, understanding how plans are carried out in a specific
important case—like Machu Picchu—can provide an in-depth understand-
ing of how the composite disciplinary status of plans and planning is trans-
lated into actual practices. Even describing the contents of the two plans is
not an easy or a simplistic issue, given the inner complexity of planning
discourse: what are the major differences in terms of structure, contents,
and rhetoric between two plans? And what is the relationship between
these features and the actual process of change? To what extent plans—
even master plans—really matter is a serious research question. At a gen-
eral level—using the case of Machu Picchu in a merely instrumental
way—the focus on different ways of conceiving plans for the same site,
stressing their differences in substantive and rhetorical aspects is one of the
contribution of this article (to put provocatively, even for a reader not
concerned with Machu Picchu itself).
At the specific level, however, few cases are more challenging than Ma-
chu Picchu. One of the most controversial World Heritage sites, it has
been under scrutiny by UNESCO since the 1990s, with the constant threat
of being put on the list of World Heritage sites in danger, and a particu-
larly conflict-ridden tension between conservation and exploitation (Burger
and Salazar 2004; Regalado-Perzua and Arias-Valencia 2006; Silverman
2006; Reinhard 2007; Higueras 2008).
Since its discovery and until the late 1990s (i.e. even after its institution-
alization as a ‘‘protected natural area’’ by the government of Peru in 1981
and, subsequently, as a ‘‘World Heritage Site’’ by UNESCO in 1983) only
sporadic conservation interventions had been undertaken, without the
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framework of an integrated action plan. Over time, therefore, the issue of
management arrangements and planning mechanisms for the preservation
of the Sanctuary have become of greater concern to UNESCO. Since 1996
UNESCO has examined the state of conservation of the Sanctuary at vari-
ous sessions. In UNESCO’s reports on the state of conservation of Machu
Picchu particular stress is put on the urgency for the Peruvian government
to adopt adequate management arrangements and comprehensive master
planning for the Sanctuary.
In response to UNESCO’s concerns, the government of Peru and the
institutions in charge of the management of the Sanctuary have, since the
late 1990s, become gradually involved in the process of formulating, adopt-
ing and implementing specific planning tools (indeed, more than ‘‘formu-
lation’’ or ‘‘implementation’’, the term ‘‘formation’’ should be used, see
Mintzberg 1978). This marked the beginning of a culture of ‘‘managing by
plans’’ at the Sanctuary. So far two plans have been applied, the first one
for the period 1998–2003 and the second one in 2005 (still active). The
two documents deeply differ in their structure, their intentions, and ability
to be an effective driver for change. They reflect two very different orienta-
tions and ‘‘worldviews’’ in terms of cultural policies for the protection and
use of the site.
Background and Methodology
This study is based on field research developed in two different visits: one
in May 2007, wherein one of the authors was doing participant observation
during the mid-term visit of a World Bank delegation within the Project of
Rehabilitation of the Vilcanota Valley; the second in May–June 2008 at Cu-
sco and Machu Picchu, with the explicit aim of developing a clinical case
study on the management of heritage at Machu Picchu. About 30 in-depth
interviews were been carried out, along with the analysis of a wide range of
documents (legislation; press articles; literature on Peru’s political/adminis-
trative system; UNESCO, World Bank and Icomos reports on Machupic-
chu; and other internal documents and reports).
As management scholars, we examine the situation with a particular
focus on resources allocation and how attention is addressed toward ‘‘get-
ting things done’’ (one of the more interesting perspectives in management
studies; see March 1988). In particular, in this paper we are looking at
how the two master plans intervene in the process of change at Machu Pic-
chu, deconstructing them through content analysis. If we had to position
our approach within management studies, our methodological preferences
would be related to decision-making debates, strategic change, and more
specifically understanding of management as discourse and rhetoric (for a
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more precise epistemological positioning the reader could refer to Zan
2006).
In this paper, we focus on the content analysis of the two master plans,
as part of our broader field research, another aspect of which is provided
in another paper (Zan and Lusiani, forthcoming). In order to share aspects
of the context with the reader, some of the basic features of Machu Picchu
will be summed up in the following section (and see Zan and Lusiani,
forthcoming, for a deeper analysis). The first important element for under-
standing the master plans is the complex institutional fragmentation that
characterizes the site. Machu Picchu—or better the Historical Sanctuary of
Machu Picchu, referred to as ‘‘HSM’’ hereafter—is both a cultural and nat-
ural UNESCO site. According to the administrative rules of Peru, this
implies that it is subject to two different ministries, the Ministry of Educa-
tion (through the Instituto Nacional de Cultura, INC), and the Ministry of
Agriculture (through the Instituto Nacional de Recursos Naturales, INRE-
NA). Given policies of de-centralization, however, it is the local branch of
Box 1 Peru`—the political/administrative context (based on Giugale et al. 2006)
The Peruvian public administration as a whole has undergone a major transformation process in
the latest years. From a political point of view characterized as an authoritarian regime, if not
fascist, the Fujimori era had important consequences also at the administrative level. If cor-
ruption and illegal behaviours marked the end of Fujimori itself, at the end of the period one of
the major elements of collapse of the State was its high level of centralization, perhaps the most
centralized country in America Latina (p. 757)
Hence, the main driver of the change in the following period has been the orientation towards the
‘‘modernization of the State’’, for a more efficient, more rational, more transparent and con-
trolled public administration. Since the early 2000’s all public institutions and Ministries
underwent a process of administrative, financial, productive and fiscal decentralization (Ley
27783/2002, ‘‘Ley de Base de Descentralizacio´n’’)
The logic of the reform was to simplify the bureaucratical procedures and to better address the
needs of the whole territory by creating and empowering regional and local autonomies. Indeed,
it is by this law that the national territory was divided into regions, departments, provinces and
districts/municipalities. They were accorded political, administrative and financial autonomy,
while the central government preserved the supreme role of control of the territory and of
definition of the general policies in the name of the basic principle of the unity of the Nation. For
instance, the financial autonomy of the peripheral organs allows them to generate and administer
their own resources but only within the framework of the national policy documents and of the
annual budget laws (the central government will still define the economic structure of the
Country). In sum, the decentralization reform was aimed to meet both more flexibility, more
autonomy and more transparency in the flow of actions and decisions at all levels of the public
sector
The process is still in spin. Major areas in the reform of the State itself are concerned: 1. A new
law on Executive Power defining the role of central and local government; 2. Fiscal reform, with
reform o the Fiscal administration and issues of monitoring and evaluation; 3. the quality of
public expenditures, relating to issue such as human resources, procurement, public investments,
decentralization
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INC (INC-Cusco) that is in charge of the site for the cultural aspects (see
Box 1 for a very short recap of decentralization policies in Peru).
To make things particularly complicated, there is a third major actor
involved: the municipality of Aguas Calientes, which was renamed Machu
Picchu Pueblo in the past decade to be more ‘‘marketable’’. Machu Picchu
Pueblo is a tourist city, explicitly built and devoted to the exploitation of
tourism at the HSM, and explicitly addressed by UNESCO as one of the
major problems for its preservation. The city is outside the control of any
urban plan, which has led to construction in prohibited areas, despite land-
slide risks, and without any respect for the preservation of the area just
below the entrance of the park1. Most of the local population is actually
not local, but rather come here for few years to work in tourism, and then
move back home. Strikingly, the municipality of Aguas Calientes is associ-
ated in the management and governance of the site—a problem itself for
the preservation of the HSM.
Moreover, seen from Cusco, HSM is just one of the many heritage sites
under their responsibility, with many other sites all along the Vilcanota
Valley and the surroundings of Cusco, which has several implications. On
the one hand, the UNESCO site (HSM) is just a subsidiary of one of the
bodies in charge of it (INC-Cusco). This partial organizational overlap-
ping—there is not one but three organizations involved in the management
of the UNESCO sites, yet each is only partially involved—is likely to create
continuous problems and conflicts in the area. On the other hand, in terms
of human resources, only 186 people work in the HSM Archaeological
Park out of the 1,326 staff working at INC-Cusco (not including project-
based employees). Also, in terms of human resources, it should be noted
that only 123 people have permanent positions (out of the total of 2,751,
including project-based employees).
Third, some information on visitors can be summed up from our
research. In 2007 about 800,000 people visited the HSM (Figure 1),
142,000 using the Inca trail, making HSM one of the most profitable sites
in the world. The entrance fee is about 40 US$, the train to get to Aguas
Caliente costs 90–130 US$, and the bus from Aguas Calientes to the Park
(6 km) costs 9 US$. This illustrates two interesting elements in the eco-
nomics of the site. The ‘‘externalities’’ such as the rents provided to private
companies following the generous outsourcing policies in the 1990s are
evident (the train was privatized, as was the hotel just in front of the
entrance of the park, as well as contracts with local bus companies). How-
ever, although only one third of the money spent by the tourist is kept by
public entities because of privatization, the total of 800,000 visitors still
means that the state receives a significant income from the site.
This leads to a fourth element to keep in mind: the nature of the busi-
ness model characterizing HSM and INC-Cusco (see Figure 2). In 2007,
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out of 87.7 million Nuevo Soles 6.2 million (about 7%) were transferred to
the municipality of Aguas Calientes, another 12.2 million (15%) to the
Qhapaq N˜an project in Cusco and another 12.2 million to the Qhapaq
N˜an project in Lima. While the latter reflects an explicit cultural policy set
up at the beginning of the 2000s as part of the international development
project on Main Andean Roads (http://whc.unesco.org/en/qhapaqnan/), the
former underlines the bargaining power of the local government in sharing
benefits (a history of blocking access to the site is here involved). For its
part, INC-Cusco is almost totally self-funded by HSM ticket revenues, with
very marginal inflows from Lima. About 69.3 million Soles remain for the
management and conservation of the various sites in the Cusco area: in
this sense HSM generously subsidizes the other sites in the Vilcanota Val-
ley and Cusco.
Finally, as a methodological note, a specific warning is needed in read-
ing Figure 2 (and more in general financial statements) for the ICN-Cusco:
surpluses presented do not have the usual meaning of savings, as in ‘‘nor-
mal’’ income statements. In fact, in order to combat corruption, a new
administrative system was set up in the country since 2000 (Sistema Nac-
ional de Inversio´n Pu´blica [SNIP], see Box 2), which has since 2003 also
been applied to the heritage sector, with serious implications for account-
ing representation and indeed also for the ways in which money is spent.
In this system, all investments that use public resources have to be
approved in Lima. Significant for our study, all conservation projects are
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Figure 1. Visitors (1990–2007)
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considered investment projects, and are thus subject to this procedure.
From a numerical point of view, more than surplus/saving, what is pre-
sented at the bottom line in Figure 2 is a gross margin (52.5 or 31.5% of
the total income, before or after transfer respectively) that is used for
‘‘investments’’ in conservation.
Managing the HSM With Plans: Continuity and Change
In this section an in-depth description of the two master plans is provided,
with a preliminary interpretation and some direct comments. A compari-
son and final assessment will be provided in the following discussion in
‘‘Background and Methodology’’ section.
A First Planning Effort: Plan Maestro 1998–2003
Mainly in response to UNESCO’s requests, in 1998 the government of Peru
under President Fujimori produced a first planning document for the
HSM (Plan Maestro del Santuario Historico de Machu Picchu 1998. For a
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Figure 2. INC-Cusco financial results
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Box 2 The functioning of the National System of Public Investments (SNIP)
The main purpose of the SNIP is to certify the quality of public investment projects through the
establishment of a shared standard for both elaborating and evaluating those projects. A public
investment project (as defined by the Law that creates the SNIP, Ley 27293/2000) is promoted by
a public administration or other public entity; can be promoted by third parties when a public
government or other public entity is in charge of the maintenance and current expenditure
following the initial investment; is limited in time; is partly or totally funded by public resources;
is linked to the goals of the public administration or other public entity that promotes it
(basically: the creation/extension/improvement/recover of a public service or good); does not
concern maintenance and current expenditures
A ‘‘by-product’’ of the SNIP is also the instilling of a planning attitude and a sense of respon-
sibility for the use of public resources in the mindset of public entities (in order to move on from
a culture of waste of money, lack of planning or even corruption). Essentially, the SNIP regulates
the life cycle of a project from the birth of an idea to its implementation. Before the introduction
of the SNIP no formal procedure for the control and assessment of public investment projects
existed. Now every single public project has to obtain the approval by the pertinent technical
organ on behalf of the government before it is executed. The organs involved in the SNIP process
are:
the general directorate for the multi-annual planning for the public sector, belonging to the
Ministry for Finances (the formal responsible for the process);
the OPI—Oficina de Planificacion y Inversiones (who evaluates the project and declares its
feasibility);
the proposing entity (who formulates the project);
the executive entity (who runs the project)
The assessment focuses exclusively on the quality of the project in its merit and method on the
base of a standard system of principles and regulations. In no way it is a deliberation on the
allocation of public resources for those projects, nor a definition of investment priorities (the
SNIP is not a system to apply for public funding: it is a system to certify the quality and feasibility
of public projects whose public funding is already deliberated)
The life cycle of a public investment project as dictated by the SNIP includes a phase of pre-
investment, investment and post-investment; for every phase the proposing entity is obliged to
prepare specific standard documents. More in detail:
in the pre-investment phase a project is submitted to the OPI; the OPI evaluates it and within
30 to 45 days either releases a declaration of feasibility (when the public investment is socially
rentable, sustainable and compatible with the national policies), requires revisions, or rejects the
project. In this phase three documents may be needed (the ‘‘perfil’’—basic document, always
needed –, the ‘‘pre-feasibility study’’ and the ‘‘feasibility study’’), according to the amount of the
investment (the higher the investment, the more documents with more detailed plans and
estimates are required)
In the investment phase an approved project gets implemented by the executive entity. In the first
place, the entity has to produce a ‘‘technical expedient’’ (a detailed, executive project) in accordance
with the parameters approved in the pre-investment phase. In the second place, the entity has to
monitor the implementation of the activities and inform the OPI about any modification
Finally, in the post-investment phase a project is concluded: the executive entity carries on
maintenance and operational work and an evaluation of the impacts of the investment should be
undertaken by an independent agency
Interestingly enough, the decentralization processes concerned the SNIP as well: since 2007 the OPIs
(formerly located at the central government level) are established within the regional and local
governments. As a consequence, the regional and local governments become direct responsible of
the control of the quality of any public investment projects within their jurisdiction
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critical view see Martorell Carren˜o 2004). From then on, interventions in
the Sanctuary could not be undertaken in isolation, but had to fit the
framework of the Master Plan. Per UNESCO recommendation, a Manage-
ment Unit (or UGM: Unidad de Gestio´n de Machu Picchu) for the imple-
mentation of the Plan was established in 1999 by a governmental act.
The new Master Plan was formulated under the supervision of INC and
INRENA by a professional team (composed by two experts in planning
and management of protected natural areas, an archaeologist, and a law-
yer), with the contribution of a number of governmental and non-govern-
mental organizations in two stakeholder workshops.
The outcome of such a major consultative process was a 337-page-long
document divided into four 90-page chapters plus appendixes (Figure 3)2.
If management is a matter of addressing attention, understanding the man-
agerial aspects and implications of the Plan requires a reconstruction of
where and how attention was addressed in the process. Therefore, we will
here examine the contents and the rhetoric of each section of the Plan.
The Historical Sanctuary of Machu Picchu
In this introductory section, the values contributing to the outstanding
value of the HSM are made clear. The borders, extent, and location of the
Sanctuary are then described and a first list of objectives is presented.
In describing the values of the site, the Plan opens with a statement on
how cultural and natural values overlap and interact, and how the ecologi-
cal, historical, archaeological, religious, and spiritual interests are insepara-
ble. Besides the scientific interest of the place, the attractiveness of the site
for tourists is made clear too. (‘‘a site of interest for scientists’’ and ‘‘a des-
tination sought by tourists all over the world’’, p. 5).
As for the objectives presented in this introductory section, it should be
noted that:
Box 2 continued
The introduction of the SNIP is a very recent phenomenon, it is being gradually applied and
improved. However, the effects of its introduction are already visible in the public administration.
Apparently the SNIP is positively welcomed by the professionals of the proposing and executive
entities: in their opinion the system is actually bringing order and transparency to public expen-
diture, is reducing chaos, waste of money and eternal bureaucratical procedures (interviews with
INC-Cusco professionals). Yet, just like all standardized systems, it brings order and rigor to det-
riment of flexibility; in fact, the SNIP at its present state (the documentation it requires, the
parameters it entails, the competences of the evaluators) is mainly thought for infrastructure/
building public investment projects and is, for instance, less easily applicable to the cultural field
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• they are explicitly inspired by the national legislation on ‘‘protected
natural areas,’’3 while no mention is made to the UNESCO Conven-
tion and its principles;
• to a certain extent the objectives are affected by a ‘‘naturalistic bias’’:
attention is given both to archaeological research and conservation
issues and to naturalistic/landscape conservation issues (‘‘objective 1:
to protect the natural and landscape environment, as well as archaeo-
logical and cultural heritage’’p. 8), but more emphasis is given to the
page
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Figure 3. Plan Maestro 1998–summary
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latter (‘‘objective 2: ‘‘to preserve the natural and semi-natural ecosys-
tems, as well as the native fauna and flora, also taking care of its eco-
logical restoration when needed’’, ibid.);
• however, the naturalistic and the cultural-historical aspects cannot be
separated either conceptually, nor in terms of conservation actions
(e.g. flora and fauna are at a large extent connected to religion, the
ecosystems are associated to the ancient Inca agricultural practices,
and so on);
• tourism as a vehicle for socio-economic development of the region is
a central topic—two objectives out of seven deal with the issue of sus-
tainable tourism;
• finally, attention is focused on visitors and the quality of their cul-
tural/educational experience.
The Master Plan for the HSM
In this short section (seven pages plus exhibits) a rough description of
phases and actors involved in the formulation of the Master Plan is pro-
vided. To our knowledge, no economist or management expert was
involved in this phase in 1998, which is also reflected in the document by
the absence of any kind of financial projections. Indeed the reader is left
with the impression that the plan is superficial, made up of guidelines or
intentions rather than actual, concrete action plans, and delegates specific
decision-making to the Management Unit and to a future time.
SWOT Analysis
The third section of the Master Plan (six pages) outlines an analysis of
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (swot) of the HSM (for
details see Figure 4). Despite the strategic management handbook connota-
tions of such an analysis, some inconsistencies4, and the rhetorical and
somewhat empty sound of certain parts of it5, it is anyway possible to
remark where attention is mainly addressed.
On the side of weaknesses and threats, it should be noted that the prob-
lem of Aguas Calientes and its uncontrolled, chaotic urban growth is
acknowledged in the Plan. It is mentioned among other problems of lack
of rural and urban planning, but is not presented as the central problem
here (as UNESCO claims in its documents). However, much attention is
given to the issue in the following sections of the Plan. According to the
analysis, the major weaknesses of the HSM are in organizational aspects:
lack of coordination, lack of planning and control systems, information
dispersion, poor managerial capabilities
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On the side of strengths and opportunities, the international visibility,
and the ability to generate and attract resources are well highlighted.
Strategy for the Conservation and Management of the HSM
This is the central section of the Master Plan (about 60 pages long) where
the guidelines for future action are defined. It is stated that the Master
Plan is indeed a ‘‘strategic’’ Master Plan, involving the statement of a clear
‘‘vision’’ for the HSM, the formulation of strategies, the definition of
STRENGTHS
• Willingness to cooperate among institutions.
•
Existence of valid institutions with potential for an effective management of the 
HSM.
•
Existence of conditions to obtain positive impacts in the management of cultural 
and natural aspects of the HSM.
•
Existence of conditions to generate and maintain resources for the management 
of the HSM.
•
National and international visibility and reputation as an attractive cultural and 
natural site.
• Available information and data for the planning and management of the HSM.
• Existence of an adecuate system of surveillance of the site.
• International cooperation.
OPPORTUNITIES
• High tourist development potential.
• Favourable political framework.
• Low density of rural population.
• High potential for research.
• Favourable financial conditions.
THREATS
• Short term financial and political decisions.
• Constant chaotic urban growth (Aguas Calientes is mentioned).
• Bad information management.
• Not sustainable and undercontrolled development of tourist flows.
• Poor ecological sensitivity.
WEAKNESSES
• Lack of inter-institutional coordination.
• Poor planning tools.
• Poor control and management of the HSM.
• Lack of rural and urban planning.
• Information dispersion.
• Bad distribution of financial resources.
• Lack of staff training.
• Poor orgnaization and participation of local populations.
Figure 4. Plan Maestro 1998–SWOT analysis
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objectives and related ‘‘strategic lines’’ (lineamientos estrate´gicos, a type of
operational objective).
The vision of expected achievements in 10-year-time (1998–2008) is
made explicit through a list of 16 expected outcomes concerning organiza-
tional aspects (creating a good management, planning and control system),
efficiency (financial sustainability) and effectiveness (natural and cultural
heritage conservation targets, high quality offerings to visitors, and involve-
ment of the local population: pp. 29–32 of the Plan). The unusually
lengthy discussion however does not end up with any vision statement.
What follows is the presentation of 10 strategies (Figure 5), each one
expanded into its specific objectives, strategic lines (lineamientos) and, in
one case, methodology.
1 Strategy for the preservation of the natural heritage and landscape 
Objectives
To maintain the natural ecosystems in a dynamic equilibrium within the HSM Lineamientos estrategicos
eht diova dna sdaor fo esu eht eziminiMaera gnidnuorrus eht ni smetsysoce eht fo snoitidnoc larutan eht niatniam dna erotser oT  construction of new roads
sdaor fo ecnaniatniaMarolf dna anuaf fo noitaroireted eht trevnoc dna pots oT
To preserve the landscape and the sustainable integration of ecosystems, development and leisure activities Do not connect the HSM with the local and regional road network
To obtain the active participation of the local population in the protection of cultural heritage Cableway
Lineamientos estrategicos Objective
Control of environmental impacts To transport visitors from the train station to the Inca City, minimizing negative externalities
Protect native species Lineamientos estrategicos
Recovery of species and ecosystems Fully rehabilitate the sites concerned by the construction of the cableway stations
Fire prevention Respect the carrying capacity in the Inca City
Avoid not compatible uses of the soil Inca trails
Build awareness on the boudaries of the HSM Objective
Surveillance by the borders To ensure preservation of the environment and visitor comfort and safety measures
Waste management Lineamientos estrategicos
2 Strategy for the preservation of the cultural heritage Respect the carrying capacity in the Inca City
Objectives Hydroelectric central and energy transmission
To preserve and maintain the cultural heritage in optimal conditions Objective
seitilanretxe latnemnorivne evitagen eziminim oTsgnidnuorrus etaidemmi sti htiw rehtegot egatireh larutluc eht tcetorp oT
To optimize visitors experience Lineamientos estrategicos
To develop tourist flow analyses Minimize the environmental impacts in the rehabilitation process
To optimize control and surveillance systems Ensure compatibility between the Central activities and the HSM conservation purposes
To develop educational activities and awareness building activities within the native population 5 Strategy for tourism and leisure
To establish visitor centres and museums Lineamientos estrategicos
Lineamientos estrategicos To regulate the tourist and leisure use of the HSM with a "Tourist and Leisure Use Plan"
seigolodohtemegatireh larutluc fo noitaroireted eht diova ot serusaeM
setis dna seitivitca rotisiv yfisreviDegatireh larutluc fo noitavresnoc dna hcraeser daerps oT
To recover cultural heritage Service infrastructures
innur dna noitcurtsnoc eht fo stcapmi latnemnorivne eziminiMytilibaniatsus rieht ,noitartnecnoc rieht ,swolf tsiruot fo seidutS ng of hotels
To enhance human information and awareness campaigns about the environment and the cultural heritage Information, guides, signposting.
htiw srotisiv edivorp ot "nalP noitaterpretnI" na tnemelpmi dna etalumroFsloohcs lacol eht ta seitivitca lanoitacude poleved oT  cultural information
seitivitca ecivres rotisiv tuo gnitcartnoCseitivitca erusiel dna larutluc htiw srotisiv eht edivorp oT
Visitor information points 6 Strategy for the institutional coordination, information flows, functions and 
To diversify the cultural offer Objective
iffe dna detanidrooc ,lamrof a erusne oTnoitcetorp egatireh larutluc gninrecnoc seussi tuoba lennosrep eht yltnenamrep niart oT cient management plan
Methods Lineamientos estrategicos
Participatory planning INC and INRENA
Archaeological and research explorations Create a management committee to integrate all relevant actors (private and public)
Cleaning management committee, local governements, private stakeholders, etc.
Classifying and interpreting 7 Strategy for permanent planning development
Educational actions Objective
Conservation and restoration works To develop a highly participatory planning
Multidisciplinary participation To develop an evaluation and control system
3 Zoning Lineamientos estrategicos
Strict protection zone Immediately design the participatory planning system
Woodland zone Immediately develop management and development programs for the medium-long range
Tourist and leisure zone Design an evaluation and monitoring system
Flora and fauna use zone 8 Strategy for the physical and juridical consolidation of the HSM
Human use zone Objective
Restoration/recovery zone To define and consolidate the boundaries of the HSM
Cultural-historical zone To ensure the State titularity of the cultural assets within the HSM
Buffer zone To define the expansion area of the HSM
4 Strategy for the access to the Sanctuary and other infrastructures To define the buffer zone 
Objective Lineamientos estrategicos
That public service infrastructures within the HSM be consistent with the conservation purposes of the site Cartography
Railway Investigate the legal situation and property of the assets
Objective Conduct other ad hoc studies
To minimize negative environmental externalities 9 Strategy for the sustainable development of Aguas Calientes
Lineamientos estrategicos Objective
MSH eht fokrow ffats eht fo noitazinredom ;yawliar eht fo ecnaniatniam ;slevart tnelis dna naelC
Develop a joint plan with INRENA, INC and private transportation companies to regulate tourist flows To attempt to integrate it in the management of the area
Provide visitors with cultural information Lineamientos estrategicos
Optimize visitor satisfaction Regulate the use, growth and development of Aguas Calientes
Ensure that any modification in the railway be submitted to an enviromental impact study for approval Provide dreinage, plumbing, cleaning, hygiene services and safety conditions 
Helicopters High quality services
Objective 10 Strategy for funding
Access facilitation and, at the same time, visitor attraction Objective
Lineamientos estrategicos To determine financial flows for an optimal management 
Evaluate and supervise Lineamientos estrategicos
Roads Define a medium-long range financial plan
Objective Establish a permanent process of fundraising
To minimize negative environmental externalities Ensure that all income flows serve the strategies included in this Plan Maestro
Figure 5. Strategies in Plan Maestro 1998
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In terms of rhetoric, it should be noted that the fundamental reference
for the definition of the strategies is the above-mentioned national legisla-
tion on the protected natural areas. Only secondary reference is made to
the international principles of UNESCO and UICN. Moreover, one could
expect here an outline of more concrete, operational forms of planning,
but the strategies and their objectives remain at a general level (rather a
declaration of intentions), without substantial differences, just a further
degree of specification, from the general objectives of the opening section.
In terms of contents, the first strategies seem to adopt a ‘‘normal’’
approach to the preservation of the site: preservation of nature and land-
scape is Strategy 1; preservation of cultural heritage is Strategy 2; and zon-
ing is strategy 3. Some comments can be made, however, on less
‘‘conventional’’ features of the plan.
A specific attention is devoted in Strategy 5 to tourism and leisure devel-
opment. In this chapter a discussion of the issue of carrying capacity is
developed (pp. 74–77, for 865 words): curiously enough, what is presented
is a mere abstract discussion, where not a single number is provided.
One of the main finalized strategies is the creation of a management
unit (UGM) for the Sanctuary (Strategy 6). However, only the general
functions for the UGM are outlined6, delegating all organizational issues to
the discretion of the UGM itself, once it is established. There is no struc-
ture proposed, and no projection of human resource needs or resource
allocation. It is probably here that the authors lost the opportunity to
make a strong decision about a univocal authority for the UGM. Instead, a
polycentric solution is evoked (direction by INC, INRENA and Aguas Ca-
liente) which implies inter-institutional cooperation, despite the inter-insti-
tutional conflicts and lack of coordination had been repeatedly pointed out
as one of the major weaknesses of the HSM. This is a weak organizational
solution indeed.
As for the ‘‘permanent development and planning’’ (Strategy 7), it
should be remarked that—here again—reference is made exclusively to the
national criteria for the management of protected natural areas. It is stated
that the concept of strategic planning and participatory planning (a coordi-
nated planning process involving all the relevant stakeholders), also
referred to as ‘‘modern planning’’, became rooted in the national tradition
in the 1970s and expanded up to the 1990s (p. 83). Hence a sort of plan-
ning mentality pre-existing the intervention of UNESCO seems to be
implied, even though no integrated, systematic and planned intervention
had previously taken place in the protected natural areas of the HSM.
Aguas Calientes is as a problem in the Master Plan 1998: a whole strat-
egy (Strategy 9) is dedicated to the issue. The overlap between the territory
of the HSM and the jurisdiction of the municipality of Aguas Calientes,
the chaotic and unregulated urban growth, the negative image for visitors,
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the lack of adequate services, pollution, solid waste and the contamination
of the river, the exposure to landslides and flood threats are all acknowl-
edged as main problems of the area. Nevertheless the strategy for Aguas
Calientes remains mainly a declaration of concerns and generic intentions
of making adequate public use and urban development plans. How, in
what time span, by whom and with what resources are all issues that
remain unaddressed.
An important comment refers to the funding strategy (Strategy 10). In a
planning document one might expect at least some rough financial projec-
tion for the execution of the stated strategies and objectives; instead, it is
only mentioned that annual financial planning will be delegated to the
UGM, with reference to ‘‘the national experience on this subject’’ (p. 88).
Finally, Strategy 4 (access to the Sanctuary and other infrastructure)
deserves particular attention. Besides the planned strategies of managing
the existing railway, road, and Inca trail backpackers’ access to the HSM,
under the general (and generic) objective of ‘‘compatibility of transporta-
tion infrastructure with conservation purposes’’ also falls the planned
establishment of a helicopter access and a cableway transportation system:
an insane project indeed, considering the special condition of Machu Pic-
chu as protected natural area, sanctuary and world heritage site! This pro-
posal responds to a logic other than the conservation, protection and
sustainable management of the site, a logic that that is more likely linked
to political and private financial interests. Hiding these interests behind the
objectives of ‘‘facilitating visitor access’’ or ‘‘becoming a visitor attraction’’,
or proposing strategies ‘‘to fully rehabilitate the sites affected by the con-
struction of the cableway station’’ or ‘‘to evaluate and supervise the pro-
ject’’, does not diminish the huge environmental damage and additional
visitor flow pressure that these projects would have caused., In the end, the
project was never realized, also because of the strong opposition of the
international community.
A More Thorough Effort: Plan Maestro 2005
The second Master Plan, prepared in 2005, is completely different from the
first one, both in content, structure and rhetoric. Eight chapters are spelled
out within the 234-page document (see Figure 6 for a list of contents).
Comments on this rather lengthy plan follow.
Management of the Plan (Gestio´n del planeamiento)
A short historical reconstruction of the site from its discovery onward is
provided at the very beginning. The previous Plan (1998–2003) is explicitly
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criticized for its bias toward tourism exploitation, its lack of reference to
the sacred nature of the area and its value as a biodiversity park, and the
absence of a definition of a maximum number of visitors. UNESCO’s argu-
ments for abandoning the logic of the previous Plan led to the proposal of
new basic assumptions for the plan. Instead of a ‘‘tourist enclave’’, new
dimensions are addressed: the sacred, cultural and natural value of the site
1
1 Antecedents 1
2)MGU( tinU tnemeganaM eht dna )3002-8991( nalP retsaM ehT2
3 Guidelines to formulate the new Master Plan 6
4 UNESCO alerts the world on Machupicchu, the project of rehabilitation of the Vilcanota river and the creation of the
Multisector Committee of World Heritage Sites
7
41seiduts yranimilerP :nalP eht fo retcarahc ehT .nalP eht fo ssecorp ehT :uhccipuhcaM evaS5
6 Methodological issues for the Master Plan 14
7 Bibliographical sources for the Master Plan 26
27
72MSH eht fo stnemeveihca lairotirret dna egatireH larutluC1
92dadinamuH al ed larutaN y larutluC laidnuM oinomirtaP :uhccipuhcaM2
3 Cultural Heritage in the Cusco Department 29
4 Legislative framework on cultural protection 30
5 The organizational system of the HSM 34
63MSH fo tnemeganam cigetarts eht rof tnempoleved lanoitutitsni eht rof sdnuorG6
7 Legislative framework on natural protection 38
41
1 Delimitation 41
34onalpitla cinozamA eht ni metsysoce detargetni euqinu A2
3 Basic physical characteristics 45
4 Ecosystemic characteristics 51
5 Main critical environmental issues 69
6 Legal ownership and rights on the HSM 71
7 The Archaeological sites 72
8 The Inca City: the different sectors 83
9 The Inca City: pathways and carrying capacity 93
89yrareniti epacsdnal dna yrareniti dercas :naN capaQ dna sliarT acnI01
11 The site museum 101
12 The meaning of Machupicchu 103
701dlrow naednA eht fo noitpecnoc emit-ecaps dercas ehT31
901radnelaC raloS eht dna uhhccipuhcaM fo yhpargoeg dercas ehT41
311noitazilivic naednA eht fo noitamrifda dna noisnapxe eht fo noisserpxe ,uhccipuhcaM51
115
1 Basic characteristics of the building system 115
2 The economic sub-system 132
142
341tnempoleved lairotirret fo saera eht fo noitinifeD1
051tnempoleved lairotirret fo saera eht fo noitaulaV2
3 Processes and trends 152
154
1 Critical issues and strenghts 157
2 The vision of the Master Plan 158
3 The horizon of the Master Plan 158
4 Characteristics of the Plan
4.1 The Master Plan as a management tool 158
4.2 The Master Plan as a consensus tool 159
4.3 The Master Plan as an integration tool 159
951elpoep evitan eht fo noisivomsoc cinozamA dna naednA ehT 4.4
951secruoser larutluc dna larutan eht fo tnemeganam lanoitidart eht fo yhposolihP 5.4
4.6 Fundamentals of a common vision 159
5 Orienting principles and objectives 159
5.1 Orienting Principles 159
061sevitcejbO cigetartS dna sevitcejbO tnempoleveD 2.5
SECOND SECTION: CROSS-MANAGEMENT OF THE CULTURAL AND NATURAL HERITAGE
FIRST SECTION: THE PLANNING PROCESS
THIRD SECTION: THE SACRED AREA OF MACHUPICCHU
FOURTH SECTION: STRATEGY FOR TERRITORIAL MANAGEMENT OF THE HSM
FIFTH SECTION: PROCESSES AND TRENDS IN THE TERRITORIAL DEVELOPMENT
SIXTH SECTION: VISION AND STRATEGIC LINES
Figure 6. Plan Maestro 2005: Summary
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and its value for ‘‘Andean culture’’ and national identity. (Natural ecosys-
tems, social ecology, cultural and anthropological ecology are widely-used
terms). There is also some reference to organizational issues: the plan
quotes literature on networks, organizational ecology, and management,
including management of conflicts.
In terms of contents, suffice it to stress some of the major elements that
this introductory chapter already defines: a new idea of development, a
focus on ‘‘eco’’ solutions in a multitude of senses (cultural, social, anthro-
pological, natural), attention to professional values of preservation and
‘‘puesta en valor’’ from a curatorial point of view, and development invest-
ment in research, interpretation, and the museum7. References to organiza-
tional issues reflect the perception of the area as highly differentiated, with
the need to develop adequate degrees of integration (with explicit reference
to a ecosystemic view).
In terms of rhetoric, the specific ways in which the arguments are struc-
tured deserve attention. Some elements make the plan different from what
is normally found, raising an interesting mix of professional and manage-
rial issues:
6.3 Buffer Zone 164
7 Strategic Lines 165
561noitavresnoc dna yticitnetua fo seniL cigetartS 1.7
091esu cilbup dna ytilairotirret fo seniL cigetartS 2.7
7.3 Management Strategic Lines 204
205
1 Execution conceptual sequence 205
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602ytilibaniatsus cimonoce dna laicnanif eht fo scitsiretcarahC 1.2
2.2 A doable scenario 208
2.3 The complementarity 208
3 Programs and projects for priority investments 209
3.2 Program 01: Autenticity and conservation 210
3.2 Program 02: Territoriality and public use 212
3.3 Program 03: Management 213
4 Investment Programs 214
5 Technical specifications – Summary 221
225
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227
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Figure 6. continued
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• the long historical introduction part shows the will to reconnect the
Plan to core issues in archaeology in this area;
• the radical distancing from the previous Plan is rarely found in for-
mal planning (indeed the issue is described as ‘‘saving Machu Pic-
chu’’: p. 14);
• the use of UNESCO criticism as a way to legitimize a new vision is a
crucial element, both in terms of contents and process;
• the reference to organizational issues is unusual in a plan written by
professionals, though it sometimes echoes a graduate student exercise
(it is naı¨ve to some extent);
• even more oddly, there is a specific paragraph dedicated to providing
a theoretical basis to ‘‘conflict management’’. Perhaps the writer was
aware of one of the hidden issues in the whole agenda, i.e. conflicts
between different institutions involved in the area?
Integrated Management of the Cultural and Natural Heritage
The second chapter provides a description of the cultural and natural com-
ponents of HSM, the legal basis of its preservation as a world and national
heritage. In between, some description of the organizational system of
HSM is provided.
In terms of contents, recent developments in heritage legislation are
interesting in themselves, as is their links to international changes (interna-
tional conventions). The regional focus of the legislation is made clear, in
forms that are similar to other Roman-code countries. A call for some
form of primacy of INC in the Rectoria Cultural is made explicit8. The dual
nature of bureaucracies that take care of both cultural and natural heritage
also emerges, suggesting the basis of uneasy, if not conflictual, relationships
between different entities involved in the managing of the HSM.
In terms of rhetoric, there are some interesting elements to notice:
• On the one hand, at a very general level, the similarities between con-
cepts found in different contexts would call for specific ad hoc inves-
tigation: the notions of ‘‘concurrente legislacion’’ or the notion of
‘‘silencio positivo’’, difficult to understand for an Anglo-Saxon scholar,
can be found in this legal tradition, as for instance in the Italian one.
In any case, one would expect a much shorter section on legal issues
in countries outside of the Roman-code area.
• More specifically, the legal arguments use in notions that are difficult
to translate in English (the word itself ‘‘enhancement’’ is not currently
understood): the rhetoric of ‘‘puesta en valor’’ (valorizzazione in Ital-
ian;) seems to be accepted, despite the ambiguity that characterizes it.
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Indeed, a research on the genealogy of a similar rhetoric would be
interesting in itself (how—despite its ambiguity—this language dif-
fused over time and space).
• Curiously enough, the issue of conflict remains. INC-Cusco is given a
leading role (‘‘rectoria cultural’’) in the development and implementa-
tion of the Plan, though within a participatory process including dif-
ferent parties. The issue of ‘‘trouble’’ in the overall governance of
change processes is perceived. Whether calling for a leading role is an
effective argument is another question: issue of the municipality of
Aguas Calientes, never explicitly quoted, is unlikely to be affected by
INC-Cusco taking a leading role.
The Sacred Space of Machu Picchu
This is a very dense, professional chapter. First, following a delimitation/
definition of the ‘‘El espacio sagrado de Machu Picchu’’, the physical/natu-
ral characteristics of HSM (geology, geodynamics, biology) are extensively
described. The major critical issues are addressed, including the protection
of the ecosystem, geodynamic risks, deforestation, poverty and its impact
on the environment, and—very briefly, in three lines—the issue of ‘‘over-
saturation’’ of visitors9. The chapter then discusses complex issues regard-
ing legal rights to the sites is discussed. Among these areissues related to
the process of nationalization and the serious controversy with Yale Uni-
versity (see National Geographic, 2009, for an updated view). Second, the
features of HSM as archaeological heritage are investigated, with in-depth
description of the most important of the 195 archaeological monuments
and sites in the territory10 and very detailed summary of research on the
internal structure of the Inca city of Machu Picchu, the Inca Trails, the
relation with the Qhapaq N˜an project, and the museum of Machu Picchu.
Crucially, the issue of defining the number of visitors to the Inca city is
investigated here, and the carrying capacity set at 2500 visitors per day.
Third, the meanings of Machu Picchu are extensively analyzed, revisiting a
whole century of archaeological and anthropological research: the character
of ‘‘sacred Andean space–time’’, the sacred geography of Machu Picchu
and the solar calendar, and a final paragraph declaring Machu Picchu as
‘‘expression of the expansion and affirmation of Andean civilization’’
(p. 113)11.
In terms of contents, the detailed description in the 71 single-spaced A4
pages of this chapter provides extremely valuable information about the
site, information that is barely summarized in its specific and substantive
meanings. In addition, the inner complexity of this site clearly emerges, as
a sort of ‘‘portfolio’’ of hundreds of individual heritage ‘‘assets’’. Moreover,
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the multidimensional meanings of the site/sites also emerges, including
natural heritage along with tangible and intangible cultural heritage (De La
Torre and MacLean, 2005). The process itself of defining the maximum
number of visitors (2500 per day including guides, plus 500 for the Inca
Trails) shows an explicit criticism to the former Plan, marking the dis-
tances between new and old decisions. It does so in principle, at least: this
number remains problematic in relation to the alleged emphasis on the
spiritual meaning of the site. It is hard to enjoy the sacred value of the site
when you cannot stop more than ten minutes in any one place, in order
to keep traffic fluid. More generally, such mass exploitation seems to be
incompatible with a high quality and intense enjoyment of the site12.
Despite this partial inconsistency, however, a critical issue is acknowl-
edged: the actual numbers of visitors—particularly in peak time—are
under the control of the company running the trains to Machu Picchu,
Peru Rail, which was privatized in the previous ‘‘era’’. This is another
example of conflicts in the area, not only in terms of ‘‘privatizing prof-
its’’—transferring a profitable natural monopoly to private hands, without
controlling either prices or services—but also losing control over a crucial
variable: access and visitors numbers. Whatever the maximum number is
set at, a crowd of people clamoring to enter, even in excess of the fixed
number, will be hard to resist13. Here again, from a managerial point of
view, what should be noticed is the difference between orientation, i.e. the
need to control the number of visitors, and ‘‘getting things done’’, being
able to actually do it, given organizational and institutional conditions.
More in general, the impression is that the Plan itself is years ahead
what is actually happening, and what is normally communicated to the vis-
itors. Indeed, a more ‘‘conscious’’ type of visitor would definitely benefit
from the establishment of a visitor centre that provides adequate insight
prior to the visit. This is another important suggestion that was originally
developed by the 2004 World Bank project. Unfortunately, once again, the
building that would be the ideal solution—just in front of the entrance of
the park—is not available, since it was generously privatized in the Fuji-
mori era as a top class hotel14.
Curiously enough, the plan is silent on another topic: the rehabilitation
of the hydroelectric plant on the other side of Machu Picchu. This was dis-
cussed in the 1998 plan as a means of minimizing impacts to the site. At
least in the 1998 plan this concern was acknowledged, while nothing can
be found in the 2005 plan.
In terms of rhetoric, the dimension of this chapter is very telling: the
style itself—a humanist, a professional at work—is intriguing. Within the
plan we find extensive use of bibliographical references and quotations and
dialogue with the archeological debate. Different from other experi-
ence—and the previous Plan itself—professionals seem to be keen in
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driving the process and the content of the plan, taking the necessary space
(1/3 of the whole document). Indeed, these first chapters could be pro-
vided to the visitor—at least a well educated visitor—for their own infor-
mational value.
Strategy of Territorial Management of the SHM Within the Regional Area
Chapter four addresses the issue of territorial planning, and the linkages
between HSM and its context in both positive and negative terms. The
transportation infrastructure is investigated, with an interesting historical
reconstruction, including economic conditions. A paragraph on the eco-
nomic ‘‘subsystem’’ is then introduced, which attempts to outline main
features of tourism and other local economic activities (mainly agricul-
ture).
In terms of contents, the rich network of sites in the Cusco Region (for
those who like the word, truly an archaeological ‘‘district’’) emerges clearly,
and is also interesting in terms of organizational implications (both posi-
tive and negative). The 30-year contract for operation of the railroad and
bus lines to the Inca City are a textbook example of ways of privatizing
monopolies. The economic impacts of the development of Machu Picchu
for the whole region are investigated as a source of economic development
and tourism. Notably, there is the perception that tourism is stagnant dur-
ing the period of preparation of the Plan. The analysis of the relationship
with the local economy—for instance in terms of ‘‘Sherpas’’ and tourism
guides—underlines the pervasiveness of impacts.
In terms of rhetoric, the chapter conveys a well-documented (and radi-
cal) critique toward past decisions, in particular the exploitation of tourism
and the whole logic of privatizing monopoly rents. The language itself is to
some extent outdated (the whole language of ‘‘subsystem’’ echoes manage-
rial literature of the 1970s), but the presence of such a chapter is interest-
ing, since archeologists do not often pay attention to these topics in other
contexts.
Processes and Trend of Territorial Development
Here the structure of the whole area is described, distinguishing between
different levels (HSM and buffer zone, Valle Sagrado, the whole region).
For each of the major areas of development (EOT: ‘‘axis of territorial orga-
nization’’, ejes de ordenamiento territorial) an analysis and evaluation of
development trends are provided. In terms of contents, the specific ele-
ments of development areas can be found here.
In terms of rhetoric, the issue of Aguas Calientes receives a rather
marginal role in the plan: although the actual processes of (chaotic)
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development are referred to and critiqued, the actions needed are very
weakly defined15.
Vision and ‘‘Strategic Lines’’
After 153 pages of analysis, the part of the Plan concerning strategic orien-
tation, decision-making and strategies begins with Chapter 6. This is the
more ‘‘managerial’’ part of the document. First, comment on critical issues
and basic solutions for major themes is offered (e.g. flora, fauna, water,
environmental management in general, the Inca City, the Inca Trails). The
underlying vision of the Plan is made explicit in a vision statement16. Then
some technical features are defined: time horizon, uses, guidelines, and
goals (Figure 7). After a digression on impacts on different areas, finally
the selected strategies (lineamentos estrategicos) are provided (LE1-LE11:
Figure 8), and then described in detail.
In terms of contents, the radical distance with the previous Plan is
underlined in introducing the new vision: from the exploitation of tourism
to the recovery of sacred value (puesta en valor), within a symbiosis of cul-
tural and natural meanings.
In terms of planning technicalities, the time horizon is not clearly
defined. Though long term, middle term and short term time spans are
quoted, the time horizon itself of the plan is never explicitly stated (we also
encountered this ambiguity in discussions). The value of the plan is under-
lined as a tool for managing, consensus-building, integration, and as a part
of the ‘‘Andean and Amazonian cosmovision’’.
Following the statement of basic guidelines, six development goals (Obj-
etivos de Desarrollo, OD) are ‘‘derived from the vision’’. These include
Authenticity and Conservation (‘‘enhancement and conservation of Cul-
tural Heritage; conservation and management of biodiversity; and har-
monic development of HSM, territorial units and buffer zones); land use
management and public uses (‘‘sustainable territorial management, tourism
and cultural management compatible with the HSM’’); and management
(‘‘management consistent with the character of HSM’’). The multidimen-
sional aspects of the site are thus taken simultaneously into account, with
a priority given to protection and conservation within a professional per-
spective. The thirty-four Strategic goals derived from the six OD (see Fig-
ure 7) provide a very detailed and dense agenda for the future.
Less clear, in our understanding, the listing of further ‘‘lineamentos
estrategicos’’ (LE, Figure 8) which add some ambiguity and redundancy to
the above. In any case, while the Strategic Goals (Figure 7) are clearly
related to the development goals and vision, this connection is partly lost
with the addition of the strange category of ‘‘lineamentos estrategicos’’,
which are then further analyzed in almost 30 pages. Curiously enough, in
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the later parts of the Plan, discussion returns to the notion of strategic
goals, forgetting the LEs.
In terms of rhetoric, this part of the Plan is the closest to the current
managerial mainstream, yet with its own professional pathos. Rather than
a standard, mechanistic application of SWOT analysis (or managerial exer-
cises as in the British Museum in 1996 [see Zan 2000]), a more tailored
analysis of issues and basic solutions is here provided. Some doubts remain
about argumentation strategies when referring to the ‘‘lineamentos estrategi-
cos’’, which lack linkages to the goals set above or the resources allocated
later. Furthermore, a common issue when too many targets are listed
arises: the twelve lineamentos have different relevance (just seven will get
resources later in the Plan, and especially two of them: LE2. Enhancement
of the main sites of the HSM and fitting out of Inca Trail as Cultural path;
AREA: AUTENTICITY AND CONSERVATION
Dev. Obj. 1: Enhancement and conservation of the Cultural Heritage
1 To adfirm and to strenghten the meaning of sacred place of HSM to its inhabitants, workers and visitors
2 To enhace the value of its main archaeological sites and monuments, and the fitting-out of the Inca Trail as a cultural itinerary
3 The cultural and natural research and preservation must be the focus of the Plan, and not the tourist activity in the Inca City
4 To organize activities for visitors, considering the Andean rituals related to the sun cycles and the life in the ecosystem; also
considering the carrying capacity that has been established for the Inca City and the Inca Trail
5 To recover the cultural goods of the HSM which are presently at the Yale university and make a Site Museum a world research 
centre on the Andean culture
6 To move the Site Museum and Visitor Centre to the ex tourist hotel by the Inca City
Dev. Obj. 2: Conservation and management of the bio-diversity
1 To minimize the negative environmental externalities
2 To promote and develop the scientific research
3 To promote social actors that are responsible and conscious about the natural value of the HSM
4 To prevent and fight the fires in the HSM
Dev. Obj. 3: Armonic development of the HSM
1 To establish the environmental zoning of the Natural Protected Area and the Territorial Units
2 To enlarge the Buffer Zone to protect the HSM
3 To establish a special zone of archaeological protection within the Buffer Zone
AREA: TERRITORIALITY AND PUBLIC USE
Dev. Obj. 4: Sustainable territorial management
1 To modify the access system: to enlarge the train routes; to regulate the public bus transportation inside the HSM
2 To establish safe accesses and transportations with minimum environmental impact
3 To consolidate an area of tourist services and facilities between Ollantaytambo and Urubamba, in order to clear Aguas 
Claientes; to make train stations for tourists in Ollantaytambo (Chillca) and Urubamba
4 To establish a regional network of archaeological parks
5 HSM
6 To contribute to the sustainable management of natural resources and the revovering of the ecosystems
7 To establish that the urban and rural development be consistent with the territorial regulation of the HSM, overcoming the 
situation of chaos and urban disorder
8 To establish systems of prevention of natural disasters
9 To apply forms of environmental control in critical areas
10 To improve the life quality of the local population
Dev. Obj. 5: Compatible tourist-cultural management 
1 To make HSM an example of sustainable tourism in the world
2 To promote the sustainable management of tourism, according to the carrying capacityof HSM visitors
3 To diversify the cultural-natural tourism offer within the region
4 To accomplish to the legislative requirements for tourism operators
5 To promote efficient, competetive and adequate services to visitors and to the local population
AREA: MANAGEMENT
Dev. Obj. 6: Management compatible with the character of HSM
1 To establish a cross-management and preservation of the cultural and natural heritage
2 To adapt and improve the Management Unit for a better inter-institutional coordination
3 To defend the legal jurisdictions and rights of the area
4 To accomplish to the legislative requirements 
5 of its objectives
6 To strenghten the institutionality of INC and INRENA for the accomplishment of their specific competences in the HSM and the 
success of the Plan
STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Figure 7. Strategic objectives of Master Plan 2005
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LE4. Culminate and monitor the delimitation, inventory, categorization
and the ownership of right of the HSM). However, no clear ranking or pri-
oritization is made explicit.
Also in terms of rhetoric, it is striking at this point that there is no
mention of the problem of Aguas Calientes.
Sequence for the Execution of the Plan and Programs and Projects of Investments
This is a crucial chapter, wherein both a timing of implementation is pro-
vided, as well as short but incisive analysis of financial sustainability of the
overall plan, followed by a list of programs and projects deriving from the
previous step. The list of investment projects is finally defined, with details
on expenditures (Figure 9) and timing (Figures 10, 11).
In terms of contents, the timeline defines four major phases (the last
for years 6–10) in rather descriptive ways, not linked with more detailed
references to programs or projects: ‘‘timing’’ is ambiguous here and
hard to define accurately. The sustainability analysis, in sum, finishes
with one major point: basically, there are no serious constraints to
investment projects, and the whole plan will be self-funded, based on
visitor fees17.
The whole investment plan—with details of programs, subprograms,
projects and subprojects—is indeed shocking, in terms of both dimension
and the effort required (to think it, to write it, to read it, but most of all
to get it done!) On the whole, 315 million soles (95 million dollars) of
projects are identified, described, quantified and planned, based on an
enormous amount of work in analysis and project design. A huge, detailed,
structured investment plan, totally self-funded: this is a rather unusual sit-
uation for heritage anywhere in the world, and is made possible by the
internal economics of one of the world’s richest sites.
AUTENTICITY AND CONSERVATION
LE 1 To adfirm and to strenghten the meaning of sacred place of HSM
LE 2
gg
itinerary
LE 3 To perform a zoning that respects the natural-cultural symbiosis. 
LE 4 Culminar y monitorear la delimitación, inventario, categorización y titularidad de derechos reales del SHM
LE 5 Revalorar y sistematizar la investigación, conservación y mantenimiento
LE 6 To move the Site Museum and Visitor Centre to the ex tourist hotel by the Inca City, and have the museum in the lower par
of the HSM specialize in one eco-system. 
TERRITORIALITY AND PUBLIC USES
LE 7 Integral and sustainable management of the local resources in relation with the cultural and natural heritage. 
LE 8 To establish access and transportation systems adequate to the sacred character of the site. 
LE 9 To establish a nexus of integration, instead of separation, of the Andean and Amazonic territories.
LE 10 To recover the agricultural value of the Sacred Valley and promotethe cultural heritage of the ecological production of maiz.
LE 11 To regulate the situation of villages and of occupied areas within the HSM.
MANAGEMENT
LE 12 Transectoral, decentralized, participatory and informatized management.
Figure 8. Strategies in Plan Maestro 2005
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In terms of rhetoric, a few elements deserve comment. First, the sustain-
ability analysis occupies only five lines: there is no need for an elegant
application of business economics in this case! Furthermore, no special
constraint (e.g. lack of money) seems to exist compared to possible invest-
ments, with a very unusual situation where there is not a serious conflict
between alternative investments, which here simply seem to be ordered
over time.
INC INRENA
01 112,024,443 101,464,268 10,560,175 0
01. 3,457,552 3,457,552
01 1,544,000 LE1 1,544,000
02 300,000 LE1 300,000
03 306,804 LE1 306,804
04 1,006,748 LE1 1,006,748
05 300,000 LE1 300,000
02 86,823,332 86,823,332
01 34,165,343 34,165,343
01 Enhancement of the Wstern platforms (Andenes Orientales) 17271826 LE2 17271826
02 Integral and multi-disciplinary research on the Inca City of Machu 9,108,961 LE2 9,108,961
03 Study and maintainance of the hydro system in the Inca CIty  7,784,556 LE2 7,784,556
02 47,628,387 47,628,387
01 Restoration and enhancement of Salapunku o Phiscac' uchu 7,477,317 LE2 7,477,317
02 Restoration and enhancement of Qhanabamba 1,981,367 LE2 1,981,367
03 Restoration and enhancement of Waynaquente 8,964,365 LE2 8,964,365
04 Restoration and enhancement of Torontoy 7,056,231 LE2 7,056,231
05 Restoration and enhancement of Patallacta 22,149,107 LE2 22,149,107
03 5,029,602 5,029,602
01 Enhancement of the canalization of Pampacahuana 3,334,192 LE2 3,334,192
02 Investigation on offerings and other 'payments' to Apu Salkantay 1,695,410 LE2 1,695,410
03 3,566,600 3,566,600
01 1,080,350 LE2 1,080,350
02 1,207,500 LE2 1,207,500
03 78,750 LE2 78,750
04 1,200,000 LE2 1,200,000
04 1,315,600 1,315,600
01 693,600 LE5 693,600
02 180,000 LE5 180,000
03 8,000 LE5 8,000
04 64,000 LE5 64,000
05 370,000 LE5 370,000
05 5,801,184 5,801,184
01 5,801,184 LE4 5,801,184
06 500,000 500,000
01 500,000 LE6 500,000
07. 10,560,175 0 10,560,175
01 900,825 900,825
02 1,356,480 1,356,480
03 900,000 900,000
04 340,000 340,000
05 603,600 603,600
06 4,549,270 4,549,270
07 1,015,000 1,015,000
08 500,000 500,000
09 395,000 395,000
Pr
o
gr
am
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b.
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Pr
o
jec
t
Su
b-
pr
oje
ct Funding sources
LETOTAL (S)Denomination Other sources
Project of substitution of exotic species.
Reforestation plan
CONSERVATION OF BIODIVERSITY AT HSM
Construction and implementation of 3 PCV
Feasibility study for the arrangement of the new Site Museum
Environmental monitoring and adequacy plan
Disaster prevention and recovery plan
Forestal fires prevention and recovery plan
Study of physical and legal reorganization of the HSM
Implementation of 6 PCV
Four studies on natural resources.
Creation of the International Research Institute of INC Cusco, on
Machupicchu and on national and world heritage, with the 
Publication of a specialized Review on research on Machupicchu
and its natural and cultural aspects.
Development of an electronic portal for exchanges with the national
and international scientific community on the natural and cultural 
International course of archaeological research, stone building
techniques, conservation in peculiar mountain eco-systems, and
archaeo-astronomy.
Study to register marks and patents related to Machupicchu.
REGISTRATION AND STUDY OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
Prospect and geo-referentiation of the HSM archaeological sites.
MUSEUMS
Fitting the Inca Trails as cultural itinerary
Purification complex:  WiÒaywayna Interpretation Center
Study on the carrying capacity of the Inca Trails.
RESEARCH AND STUDIES
Pisqacucho Interpretation Center
Restoration, conservation and enhancement of the Inca City of
Machupicchu. 
Restoration, conservation and enhancement of the complex of sites
of the Inca Trail and Urubamba.  
gp , y p p
Salkantay
INCA TRAILS - QHAPAQ —AN
To develop awareness of the 'Andean space and time' identity
among the tourism professional guides. 
Strengthening of human rights awareness for the 'porteador';
enhancement of the identity of the 'porteador'.  
Recuperation and conservation of the immaterial culture for the
strengthening of the regional identity ('Cultura viva'). 
CONSERVATION, RESTORATION AND VALUE ENHANCEMENT
AUTENTICITY AND CONSERVATION
DENTITY AND CULTURAL DIFFUSION
Integral project of community development in the HSM
Promotion and enhancement of the sacred meaning of the HSM in
the education sector.
Figure 9. Plan Maestro 2005: Expenditures and sources
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Second, despite the overall consistency of this part in itself and with the
previous professional analysis of the sites and their problems, two aspects
can be noticed that are likely to create confusion—or at least, they could
have helped the reader better focus attention—in this chapter:
02 188,901,006 1,140,000 5,063,225 182,697,781
01. 788,000 788,000
01 381,000 LE11 381,000 BM-GL
02 214,000 LE11 214,000 GL-GR
03 193,000 LE11 193,000 GL 
02. 6,535,650 6,535,650
01 1,585,650 LE7 1,585,650 BM 
02 4,950,000 LE7 4,950,000 BM
03 pendiente LE7 MULTISECT
04 pendiente LE7 MULTISECT
05 pendiente LE7 MULTISECT
03. 4,409,131 350,000 4,059,131
01 4,059,131 LE11 4,059,131 BM
02 350,000 350,000
04. 171,315,000 171,315,000
01 6,615,000 LE8 6,615,000 MULTISECT
02 22,500,000 LE8 22,500,000 BM-GR
03 200,000 LE8 200,000
04 142,000,000 LE8 142,000,000 GR
05. 5,853,225 790,000 5,063,225
01 400,000 200,000 200,000
02 1,000,000 500,000 500,000
03 176,625 176,625
04 180,000 90,000 90,000
05 2,129,600 2,129,600
06 254,000 254,000
07 903,000 903,000
08 300,000 300,000
09 Transportation and accessibility 510,000 510,000
03 14,248,341 2,394,391 11,853,950 0
01 2,067,391 2,067,391
01 796,000 LE11 796,000
02 445,391 LE11 445,391
03 826,000 LE11 826,000
02 11,970,950 222,000 11,748,950
01 177,648 177,648
02 360,000 360,000
03 484,000 484,000
04 500,000 500,000
05 5,558,796 5,558,796
06 1,500,000 1,500,000
07 1,860,006 1,860,006
08 1,191,500 1,191,500
09 200,000 150,000 50,000
10 15,000 10,000 5,000
11 Analysis and interorganizational coordination 124,000 62,000 62,000
03 210,000 105,000 105,000
150,000 75,000 75,000 UGM
60,000 30,000 30,000 UGM
104,998,659 27,477,350
182,697,781 MULTISECT
315,173,790
95,507,209 31,817,775 8,326,470 55,362,964
Systems of participatory risk management
Construction of a ring road at Ollataytambo
ACCESSES, TRANSPORTATION AND ROUTES
Improvement of the access road to the Inca City (Hiram Bingham)
DISASTER REDUCTION
Integral treatment of solid and liquid waste within the HSM 
Evaluation of Master Plan 2005 ó 2010 
Monitoring plan on the management of HSM 
Elaboration of the monitoring softeware
Construction of a building for INRENA
INRENA-HSM ADMINISTRATION
Systems of e-government of archaeological research and
administration 
To adequate the archaeological park POA to the PMSHM.
INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COORDINATION (INC-INRENA-UGM)
Financial sustainability plan
Project for the acquisition of a highway
Integrated management of Cuenca
Tourist services
Urban district plan for San Pedro de Cachora
NATURAL HERITAGE SUSTAINABLE USE
Cleaning up works to decontaminate the Urubamba-Vilcanota river
Environmental management of HSM and support to ZA
Program of sustainable community extention
Natural Interpretation centre of Pisqacucho
Design of the management model and management alternatives prop
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
Elaboration of databases 
Program of institutional strengthening INC-HSM
MANAGEMENT
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Communication plan
Design and implementation of an information centre 
Specific researches
Tourist use plan
Technologies of ecological footprint management
Project for a central library
Design and implementation of an information system
Feasibility study on Cusco-Machupicchu train stations.
Study of exit ways in La Convencion Province, in the High Andean
zone.
Elaboration of a basic guideline of tourist activity
Reforzamiento de la base del cauce del rÌo Urubamba en las zonas 
de encajonamiento en el SHM
Relocation of the villages in critical and disaster areas, especially in
Aguas Calientes
Education, training, and communication plan
Research priorities identification plan  
TERRITORIALITY AND PUBLIC USES
TERRITORIAL REGULATION
Territorial regulation plan for the Sacred Valley
COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAM
TOTAL INVESTMENT NEEDED
40,144,245
132,476,009
MASTER PLAN INVESTMENT PROGRAM
US $
Figure 9. continued
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• The investment plan (Figure 9) refers to a ‘‘virtual’’ entity more than
to a specific organization: it is the amount of money (and projects)
to be run in HSM, without the existence of an institutional entity
‘‘HSM’’ as such. Indeed, the plan has to define sources (and actions)
that should be provided by various entities: INC, Inrena, the World
Bank, and local government (see the last columns in Figure 10a). The
intrinsic institutional fragmentation of the Peruvian administrative
system, and the need to run the whole as—indeed—a whole (what in
management terms would be referred to as a unitary governance
structure) will give rise to a conflictual and ambiguous dialogue with
UNESCO and the World Bank about the role of the Management
Unit for Machu Picchu (UGM).
• The investment plan itself (and indeed all the previous chapters on
strategies and goals) seems to lack to some extent a notion of priority,
at least in terms of addressing attention. Looking at figures, and con-
sidering just investments in the charge of INC Cusco, one could argue
that there are basically two major projects (subprogram 02, projects
01 and 02) of 35–45 million soles; the rest are surely important pro-
jects in terms of contents, but much more routine from a project
management point of view (3–6 million or less). In terms of timing,
an examination of Figure 11 addresses the hidden time horizon of the
investment plan: one or two years of startup, followed by a ‘‘normal’’
level of expenditures for about four years, and then a very marginal
role for investment during the last five years. In this sense, in substan-
tive terms, the plan looks more like a five-year than a ten-year plan.
Synthesis TOTAL (S) INC INRENA Other
01 AUTENTICITY AND CONSERVATION 112,024,443 101,464,268 10,560,175 0
01. 3,457,552 LE1 3,457,552
02 86,823,332 LE2 86,823,332
03 3,566,600 LE2 3,566,600
04 1,315,600 LE5 1,315,600
05 5,801,184 LE4 5,801,184
06 500,000 LE6 500,000
07. CONSERVATION OF BIODIVERSITY AT HSM 10,560,175 - 0 10,560,175
02 TERRITORIALITY AND PUBLIC USES 188,901,006 1,140,000 5,063,225 182,697,781
01. TERRITORIAL REGULATION 788,000 LE11 788,000
02. NATURAL HERITAGE SUSTAINABLE USE 6,535,650 LE7 6,535,650
03. 4,409,131 LE11 350,000 4,059,131
04. 171,315,000 LE8 171,315,000
05. 5,853,225 - 790,000 5,063,225
03. MANAGEMENT 14,248,341 2,394,391 11,853,950 0
01 2,067,391 LE11 2,067,391
02 11,970,950 - 222,000 11,748,950
03 210,000 - 105,000 105,000
104,998,659 27,477,350
182,697,781
315,173,790
95,507,209 31,817,775 8,326,470 55,362,964
IDENTITY AND CULTURAL DIFFUSION
CONSERVATION, RESTORATION AND VALUE ENHANCEMENT
INCA TRAILS - QHAPAC-NAN
COMPLEMENTARY PROGRAM
DISASTER REDUCTION
132,476,009
INRENA-HSM ADMINISTRATION
INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COORDINATION (INC-INRENA-UGM)
ACCESSES, TRANSPORTATION AND ROUTES
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
40,144,245
TOTAL INVESTMENT NEEDED
US $
RESEARCH AND STUDIES
REGISTRATION AND STUDY OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
MUSEUMS
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
MASTER PLAN INVESTMENT PROGRAM
Figure 9. continued
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Management of the HSM Master Plan
The last chapter addresses organizational conditions that are needed to bet-
ter implement the plan. The need to change the management pattern is
explicitly stated. The need to improve UGM is then investigated, with
implications for on INC-Inrena relations and the ‘‘institutional empower-
ment (‘‘fortalecimiento institucional’’) of various entities.
In terms of contents, one could argue that at least the issue of ‘‘empower-
ing’’ the unitary management of HSM is addressed: whether the solution is
adequate as a way to overcome institutional fragmentation is still controversial.
Interesting enough, also the need to empower INC Cusco itself is addressed.
In terms of rhetoric, in general the language used in this chapter is
more addressed to procedural than to substantive issues, and because of
this is a bit more abstract or ‘‘general’’. In any case, Aguas Calientes is still
missing from the picture. This is perhaps the major weakness (or, one
could say, the most serious weakness) of the Plan, if not a type of ‘‘ghost’’.
Discussion
If management is mainly a matter of addressing attention, the analysis of
the two Master Plans from a management studies point of view is a unique
occasion to study where attention has been addressed to in Machu Picchu
over time, i.e. how a complex site like Machu Picchu is managed, and how
managerial practices and discourses have changed. Assessing how plans
change is a first issue. Evaluating actual changes in the management of the
site is however a different issue.
total 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011-2015
01 101,464,268 4,224,179 13,758,052 15,677,919 17,894,874 20,089,703 13,944,033 15,875,508
01. 3,457,552 182,341 783,793 590,084 590,084 655,625 655,625 0
02 86,823,332 2,098,083 8,648,232 13,134,825 16,277,924 18,467,215 12,321,545 15,875,508
03 3,566,600 946,392 1,909,063 711,145 0 0 0 0
04 1,315,600 30,500 1,165,100 60,000 60,000 0 0 0
05 5,801,184 966,863 966,864 966,865 966,866 966,863 966,863 0
06 500,000 0 285,000 215,000 0 0 0 0
02 1,140,000 0 1,140,000 0 0 0 0 0
03 350,000 0 350,000 0 0 0 0 0
04
05 790,000 0 790,000 0 0 0 0 0
03. 2,394,391 984,848 1,064,543 282,000 21,000 21,000 21,000 0
01 2,067,391 984,848 821,543 261,000 0 0 0 0
02 222,000 0 222,000 0 0 0 0 0
03 105,000 0 21,000 21,000 21,000 21,000 21,000 0
104,998,659 5,209,027 15,962,595 15,959,919 17,915,874 20,110,703 13,965,033 15,875,508
Expenditure chronogram
AUTENTICITY AND CONSERVATION
IDENTITY AND CULTURAL DIFFUSION
CONSERVATION, RESTORATION AND VALUE ENHANCEMENT
SYNTHESIS
Pr
o
gr
am
Su
b-
pr
og
ra
m
Pr
o
jec
t
Su
b-
pr
oje
c
t
TERRITORIALITY AND PUBLIC USES
DISASTER REDUCTION
ACCESSES, TRANSPORTATION AND ROUTES
INCA TRAILS - QHAPAC-NAN
RESEARCH AND STUDIES
REGISTRATION AND STUDY OF CULTURAL HERITAGE
MUSEUMS
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
INRENA-HSM ADMINISTRATION
INTER-INSTITUTIONAL COORDINATION (INC-INRENA-UGM)
Total
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
MANAGEMENT
start up phase 5 yeras curent plan  longher 
than 5 
years
Figure 11. Plan Maestro 2005: three phases
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Changing Plans
To sum up, we will here review and compare some of the most salient
aspects of each Plan in order to capture changes in the management of
Machu Picchu and in the underlying managerial and organizational cul-
ture.
Plan Maestro 1998, a Summary
• Origin: the Plan Maestro 1998 originated as a UNESCO requirement,
pushed by the international community and realized by a small task
force under the supervision of INC and especially Inrena on behalf of
the Peruvian Government.
• Time horizon: supposedly it should have been a long-range (10-year)
plan, but it was definitely aborted in 2003.
• Structure: out of 330 pages, 90 pages (less than 30% of the Plan) are
dedicated to the planning document and 240 pages are dedicated to
several descriptive attachments. But even in the 90 pages of the plan-
ning document part, very little has to do with actual planning: section
1, 2 and 3 of the plan are all in different ways descriptive sections,
rather than planning, and section 4 is a list of planning intentions
that remain at a very general level.
• Style and rhetoric: it is a descriptive (indeed quite generic and superfi-
cial) and analytical document, full of a ‘‘rhetoric of objectives’’ and of
typical formal planning features and jargon. It opens up by announc-
ing goals in the first section, continues with a SWOT analysis, and
then with a cascade as follows: general 10-year vision ﬁ strate-
gies ﬁ specific objectives ﬁ ‘‘strategic lines’’). The document is also
full of a ‘‘rhetoric of sustainability’’, with continuous asserted trade-
offs between tourism exploitation and respect for conservation at the
site, which is never treated in numerical terms.
• Contents: the Plan highlights problems and weaknesses affecting the
HSM, as well as its competitive resources, but lacks any strategic and
organizational design. No projection of time, resources, or actions is
outlined in any way, and no actual decisions on the coordination and
control of activities are made. Probably the only concrete contribu-
tion concerning organizational aspects is the call for the establishment
of a Management Unit (UGM)—yet it fails to provide an organiza-
tional design or a tentative resource allocation model for the realiza-
tion and running of the unit. Moreover, it is striking that in a pretty
generic Plan that fails to address specifics, the only projects receiving
more specificity concern the infrastructure for access to the Sanctuary:
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the helicopter and the cableway projects, railway, roads and Inca Trail
access, and the planned construction of a hydroelectric plant inside
the natural park!
• Addressing attention. Priority is given to (a) the concept of the pro-
tected natural area and the related legislation and principles (derived
from the Peruvian tradition, predating UNESCO’s intervention in the
HSM); (b) issues of social and economic development (and the rele-
vance of ‘‘sustainable’’ tourism exploitation); and (c) regulation of
urban and territorial development (including the problem of Aguas
Calientes). By contrast, only minor explicit attention is given to (i)
the UNESCO Convention and its principles; (ii) the conservation and
restoration of the archaeological heritage per se, beside its value as a
component of the surrounding environment (it is not clear if this
‘‘naturalistic bias’’ is due to the major influence of INRENA in the
definition of the Plan, or rather if it derives from an Andean concep-
tion of actual indissolubility of natural and historical-cultural
aspects); (iii) conservation and research in general; (iv) managerial
solutions: the Plan conceptually isolates several inter-institutional and
administrative problems, but it is far from suggesting solutions and
action lines.
Plan Maestro 2005, a Summary
• Origin: the Plan originated from the failure of the previous one and
of the UGM, in the context of strong criticism and the UNESCO’s
insistence on the adoption of a new—and better—management plan.
Moreover, it was formulated in a different administrative/political
context, in a period of public sector transformation after the Fujimori
era, when the country was moving towards a new culture of transpar-
ency, planning and control of resources and actions. The process of
formulation responded to a logic of participatory planning, involving
a large and composite team of professionals and representatives.
• Time horizon: this Plan too is meant to be a long-range (10 year) plan
and is at present under implementation. However, the plan is incre-
mentally defined: overarching goals and strategies are set, but the
detail of the planned activities and expenditures gradually decreases in
the medium and longer term, consistently with an incremental
approach to the development of a strategy.
• Structure and contents: the Plan is articulated in 8 chapters (234
pages + attachments), of which chapters 1–5 (1/3 of the document)
concern a reconstruction of the cultural, historical, political, and legis-
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lative context of Machu Picchu, while only later—and based on this
first part—chapters 6–8 deal with the definition of a vision, setting
goals and formulating strategies.
• Style and rhetoric: the document alternates between the humanist
approach of the first part and the more common managerial dis-
course of the second part. This change in the style reflects the differ-
ent purposes of the two components of the Plan: (a) to deeply
describe and understand the inner essence and complexity of the site
(its cultural, natural, but also sacred nature; its past but also living
culture; the intertwining of different interests and powers); (b) to
derive goals and strategies and to plan actions, resources and timing
to achieve them, in order to ‘‘get things done’’. In any case, a form of
dialogue between these two dimensions takes place within the plan.
• Addressing attention. In this Plan prior attention is given to (a) the
archaeological/professional dimension; (b) the enhancement of the
sacred value of the site, besides its world-recognized cultural and natu-
ral value; (b) the UNESCO normative framework, besides the national
legislation; (c) organizational issues and, particularly, the inter-institu-
tional coordination. Minor attention is given to issues concerning
tourism exploitation and to the economic value of the site. Interest-
ingly, no attention at all is given to the problem of Aguas Calientes.
Comparing the Plans
Much has changed throughout years. Beside—and perhaps in part also
because of—macro changes in the cultural/political context (the end of an
era ruled by corruption and the beginning of the ‘‘modernization’’ of the
State), the role of Plans seems to have deeply transformed. The change
goes from the use of the Plan as a bureaucratic or political requirement to
its use as a managerial instrument, i.e. a tool to address attention, set pri-
orities, and coordinate by regulating the flow of actions and decisions and
giving them a structure.
The importance attributed to the plan has changed: it is significant in
this regard the amount of people and the whole organizing process that led
to the establishment of the second Plan, while in 1998 the Plan Maestro
was compelled by UNESCO and realized in a top-down way by a small
team of four external consultants with scant involvement of professionals
from the institutions that manage the site.
In its structure, contents and rhetoric, the Plan Maestro 1998 presents
typical features of formal strategic planning documents. On the other hand
for the Plan Maestro 2005, the formal planning/goal-setting part does not
derive from a static, ahistorical, acontextual analysis (the conventional
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analysis of gaps between an extant situation and a ideal/target situation, in
terms of fitting between internal resources and external requirements).
Both the external environment and the Sanctuary itself are presented
through a historical and cultural reconstruction of the different logics of
action and the different interests and conflicts involved. Hence in this case
the Plan seems to be a locus of programming actions and decisions (the
last three chapters), on the base of a deep, prior understanding of the his-
torical, process-informed, contextual meaning and specificities of a site
(the first five chapters), relevant from a professional point of view.
The Plan Maestro 1998 seems a ‘‘rhetorical exercise’’, rather than an
actual management plan. Indeed, criticisms coming from the international
community (UNESCO and Icomos) have been very severe on the gener-
icism and lack of operational character of the Plan, also complaining that
the strategic planning contents of the document hid implicit strategies and
goals (in particular, speculative and political interests concerning the
exploitation of tourism flows, as in the cableway project.
Compared to the its predecessor, the Plan Maestro 2005 can be consid-
ered as an operational management tool, given that—despite a few incon-
sistencies—the hierarchy of objectives, strategies and specific projects is
coupled in its detailed tables with timing, allocation of resources, and indi-
cation of the funding source at each level. Goals and actions are repre-
sented in their numerical implication for the future: expenditures,
investments, funds. Moreover, as we directly observed on site, the Plan
Maestro 2005 is a strong point of reference in the daily practices of admin-
istrative, but also professional personnel of HSM (archaeologists, architects,
anthropologists). The Plan is widely used as the framework through which
they organize their activities, coordinate with other processes and at the
same time make sense of their contributions in a logic of integrated action.
Compared to more general situations that can be found in heritage
management, an interesting element characterizes the 2005 Plan, however.
The role of accounting in this picture appears strange, if not paradoxical.
The whole development of SNIP, as we have seen, has the unintended con-
sequence to lead to financial statements of the individual entity (e.g. INC-
Cusco) which are largely meaningless. Calculation practices are introduced,
and forms of responsibility at the level of projects as well, at the cost of
losing transparency at the level of normal accounting information. Indeed,
the data provided in this article cannot be elaborated by an external ana-
lyst: and the World Bank itself, during the project of Vilcanota recovery,
was not aware of similar information. In this sense, the struggle against
corruption has a very unusual impact, reducing transparency of normal
financial reports.
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Plans and Actual Change: a Difficult Issue to Assess
Given our background as management scholars we are particularly inter-
ested in understanding how plans intervene in the context of change at
HSM, as an element in the evolution of discourse about managing the
whole area (the manejo). As the analysis above rather clearly shows, there
were two plans, and they were radically different both in contents and in
rhetoric. Moreover, plans were the organizational locus in which different
discourses were articulated, presented, and supported.
As usual in management, the question is to what extent plans (in a way
or the other) have an effect at all; in this case, how different plans are able
to make change possible. If the second plan is radically different from the
first one, what matters in the end is whether reality at Machu Picchu is
now different than before.
Here a research question arises, in analyzing actual impacts, taking into
account the complexity of decision making processes in both its cognitive
and political dimensions, following one of the most interesting debates on
organization within management studies. In principle, the failure to effec-
tively address crucial issues may be an explanation in itself of the relative
modest impact of the Plan compared to what one would expect. Three dif-
ferent elements can interfere at this level in terms of making change possi-
ble or not (focusing in particular to changes fostered by the 2005 Plan
compared to the previous one).
First, there is the issue of the overall internal consistency of the plan.
Though most of the 2005 plan clearly (often explicitly) takes into account sug-
gestions and warnings by the international community, two elements repre-
sent a sort of weakness in the overall picture, if not inconsistencies: the total
lack or reference to the issue of Aguas Calientes, one of the major preoccupa-
tions of UNESCO; and the generous defininition of the number of maximum
visitors per day, 2500 together with the actual lack of mechanisms to imple-
ment even this standard. If already at this level of analysis similar crucial issues
are not adequately represented, it is hard to expect that actual change will take
place accordingly to the international community wishes on these two issues.
Second, there is the issue of the ‘‘processual’’ nature of a plan. The plan
is not an act in itself: it addresses attention, mobilizes resources and
actions. All this takes time. Here in particular the whole planning process
was requiring time to prepare details for projects (inversiones)—according
to the SNIP procedures—and later getting permissions and starting opera-
tions. Most investments activated by the plan are still in progress (few of
them are actually in progress). This is a normal issue, and even the best
plan that addressed attention of people inside the organization would still
appear to have little impact for an external observer (e.g. the visitor).
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Third, the best plan, implemented on time, might still have only minor
impacts depending on the reactions of other actors with different interests
and views. More explicitly, vested interests in the area and/or illegal behav-
ior could act to effectively resist the change called for by the plan (e.g. eco-
nomic interest in exploiting tourism in Aguas Calientes; illegal guides;
elusion of norms inside the park; maximizing train ticket sales). Monitor-
ing the actual impacts of plans is one of the most difficult aspects of plan-
ning. Managing vested interests and illegal behaviors is a particularly
delicate issue, indeed! The lack of well-established monitoring
tools—explicitly set up in the planning process—makes it even harder.
(Indeed in the presence of a robust monitoring framework even this article
would have been easier to write, and perhaps less interesting to read).
Concluding Remarks
Understanding change would require mapping the most important ele-
ments that are driving the overall process. Here more than elsewhere, the
action of internal actors in changes affecting the manejo of HRS is deeply
linked with more general external dynamics and phenomena, such as the
transformation of Peru’s national political system and the role of the inter-
national community.
• The transformation at the national level plays a crucial role here: the
new climate after the Fujimori period, the attention to archaeological
issues by the previous first lady (who was sponsoring the whole Qha-
paq N˜an project), the whole restructuring of public expenditure pro-
cedures, decentralization in general and the autonomy of INC-Cusco
in particular, and the SNIP. It would be difficult to understand what
is happening in Machu Picchu without understanding the profound
change in the context. This provides a further example of a crucial
element in the transformation of heritage: changes in professional
issues—in the management of an archaeological site—are deeply
intertwined with more general trajectories of change at the general
administrative level.
• The international community (‘‘public opinion’’ in general, or more
in particular the role of intentional agencies such as UNESCO and
World Bank) also played a central role. Interesting enough, this
impact took place at different levels, which may be interesting to
examine separately. First, there is an overall impact in terms of gen-
eral policy guidelines (the plan calls for a more curatorial/ecological
kind of attitude as a whole). Second, there is an impact at the sub-
stantive level referring to specific solutions (e.g. fighting the idea of
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the cableway). Third, there is a role in terms of methodologies that
are used and transferred.
As management scholars our focus tends to lie at an intermediate level
between general policies and professional substantive views. While UNE-
SCO clearly does its job by criticizing the lack of actual adequate results, in
our perspective assessing the processes of change in addressing attention is
somehow a softer aspect. A few questions can perhaps be pointed out from
this point of view. Archaeologists in Machu Picchu (and Cusco) not only
are in favor of UNESCO, but they all seem to trust in the Plan Maestro
2005. At all the meetings we had, people were coming with their own copy
of the Plan, and were constantly referring to it: a sort of symbol of
‘‘archaeological pride’’ recovering after Fujimori’s commercial exploitation
of the site. From the point of view of the Press, and how the Press refers
to UNESCO’s positions, a more detailed acknowledgement of differences
of behavior/attitude would be worthwhile. What is missing is a more spe-
cific assessment of responsibilities and achievements: HSM, with all its
problems, cannot be said to be ‘‘badly managed’’. The problem and the
responsibilities are related to institutional fragmentation (i.e. the authority
of Aguas Calientes within a protected area and the inconsistent attitude of
tourism agencies (and the ministry?) who still aim at maximizing flows
and revenues).
This is not only a question of recognizing the efforts of those that fight
together ‘‘with’’ the international call for preservation. Identifying friends
and enemies, and acknowledging respective efforts and responsibilities is a
further element for motivating people and mobilizing actions. It is also a
question of addressing main issues that would have needed a more aware
attitude from the very beginning. The whole ambiguity of UGM (the man-
agement unit), and the confusion between a unitary governance structure
and a mere coordinating entity with no direct power or budget would have
been different in the presence of more radical effor to overcome institu-
tional fragmentation18.
Finally, actual impacts would have been clearer—and actions themselves
easier—in the presence of monitoring frameworks, whose absence repre-
sents perhaps the main weakness of planning practice—not just at Machu
Picchu, but more in general.
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Notes
1. UNESCO documents are full of criticism to this situation: ‘‘Machu Picchu
Village (Aguas Calientes) has undergone expansion outside the limits autho-
rized by INRENA; including the erection of buildings in the bed of the River
Vilcanota, and the construction of buildings with more than three storeys
without the necessary permits. These facts have caused concern on the part
of INRENA regarding the absence of proper procedures, a lapse in gover-
nance, the increased risk of flooding and landslides, and the rise in environ-
mental and landscape damage’’ (UNESCO 2007:27).
2. The appendixes include: a review of the relevant legislation, a brief institu-
tional presentation of INC and INRENA, a long historical and descriptive
digression of the HSM, a list of the entities that took part to the workshops
for the formulation of the Plan, a long and detailed diagnostic of the zones
of the Sanctuary, including tables and pictures.
3. Decreto Supremo 021/1981 AA, in which the HSM was declared a ‘‘protected
natural area’’.
4. E.g. ‘‘a good institutional basis in terms of expertise and competences’’ as a
strength and, at the same time, ‘‘poorly trained professionals’’ as a weakness
(pp. 22, 26); or ‘‘will and awareness of the need to collaborate among differ-
ent institutions’’ as a strength and, at the same time, strong critiques of the
existing inter-institutional conflicts among the weaknesses (ibidem).
5. E.g. among the strengths: ‘‘there are the conditions for positive impacts of
the management of the HSM on the cultural and natural aspects’’, pp. 22–23.
6. ‘‘[La] administracio´n gerencial ediciente e adecuada’’, ‘‘[elaborara´] un plan
operativo de emergencia y planes operatives bianuales’’, ‘‘identificara´ y de-
sarrollara´ lineas de accio´n para la recuperacio´n y conservacio´n del Santuario’’,
p. 82.
7. ‘‘El riesgo y el peligro principal de afectacio´n irremediable del SHM, en su
a´mbito de intervencio´n directa y de desarrollo compartido, esta en las ten-
dencias inerciales del enclave turı´stico que destruye este espacio sagrado para
transformarlo en zona de entretenimiento adscrita en forma subordinada a la
globalizacio´n homogenizante etnoce´ntrica occidental. Esta inercia afecta la
identidad que sustenta un bien, que es por sobre todo un recurso u´nico y no
renovable. Si continu´a la inercia del enclave turı´stico afectarı´a irremediable-
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mente su autenticidad, y llevarı´a a una crisis ecolo´gica ambiental del eco sis-
tema complejo y fra´gil del SHM.’’ (p. 16).
8. ‘‘Complementando nuestra referencia anterior sobre el ‘‘urbanismo cultural’’,
diremos tambie´n que la distribucio´n de competencias exclusivas y concurren-
tes en materia cultural no significa que cada sector o entidad pu´blica realiza
las acciones o proyectos que ‘‘mejor le parezca’’, pues la competencia y tutela
cultural ordena las distintas intervenciones mediante una Rectorı´a Cultural
que ha sido atribuida a favor del Instituto Nacional de Cultura’’ (PM, p. 33).
9. ‘‘Existe una sobresaturacio´n de presencia humana en algunas zonas del SHM.
Esta sobresaturacio´n impacta de diversas maneras en el medio ambiente,
afectando sus equilibrios ba´sicos y acentuando un deterioro siste´mico’’: this
is the complete paragraph 5.5, Sobresaturacio´n de visitantes por turismo.
10. In addition to the Inca city of Machu Picchu itself some of the most impor-
tant sites are: El centro urbano de Patallaqta, Huin˜ayhuayna, Choquesuysuy,
Intipata y otros hitos; Nu´cleos de vivienda o poblados; Terrazas de cultivo;
Obras hidra´ulicas; Obras viales y caminos; Centros ceremoniales; Contextos fu-
nerarios; Canteras y minas.
11. The starting of this decsription is worth quoting: ‘‘Luego, la avalancha de
un sobre uso turı´stico, especialmente desde la segunda de´cada del siglo XX,
pretende reducirlo a centro de atraccio´n global, descontextualizado, expropi-
ado de sus significados sagrados, aislado de su poblacio´n originaria, lo que
ocasionarı´a su colapso luego de unas cuantas de´cadas de sobre uso y des-
equilibrio entre lo natural y lo construido’’ (p. 103).
12. The daily capacity itself can lead up to annual capacity of 912,500 visitors,
i.e. a bigger projection than the actual figure in these recent years, even con-
sidering the doubling since 2004.
13. As seen, in the 1998 Plan there was an idea of building a cableway to
increase the tourists flow. In addition, there was a debate on the possibility
of opening the sites over three working shifts for 24 h a day, with artificial
illumination of the site, overlooking the terrible environmental impact of
such a solution.
14. The price per room of the Machu Picchu Sanctuary Lodge is about
900 US $, but with additional services could easily reach 1,700 $ per night
(http://www.sanctuarylodgehotel.com/web/omac/machu_picchu.jsp, lastly
consulted on January 18, 2011).
15. There just a single point in both Figure 7 (see OD-4 point 3) and Figure 9
(Territorialidad y uso publico, point 03).
16. ‘‘El SHM es un a´rea natural-cultural protegida por el Estado, lugar de acceso
al espacio-tiempo andino sagrado, de identidad socio cultural regional y
nacional, eje de la red de parques arqueolo´gicos y conformante del sistema
nacional de a´reas naturales protegidas, centro dina´mico del desarrollo sos-
tenible local, regional y nacional, de sabidurı´as y de conocimientos en la
gestio´n territorial andina, con una gestio´n transectorial basada en los valores
de conservacio´n patrimonial y de la diversidad biolo´gica, con rectorı´a y
tutela cultural, con competencias definidas y sustentabilidad financiera, y
participacio´n de los actores sociales’’ (p. 158).
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17. ‘‘Conceptualizamos a la sostenibilidad financiera en el SHM como la sufi-
ciencia para enfrentar las propuestas de su manejo establecidas en los difer-
entes instrumentos de planificacio´n. El SHM no esta afectado por alguna
dependencia financiera externa, porque se autofinancia, sin embargo, la sos-
tenibilidad en el SHM significa establecer mecanismos para la maximizacio´n
en la generacio´n de sus recursos propios’’ (p. 207).
18. To what extent such a preference toward weak institutional solutions under-
lines the call for a new World Heritage Committee (Regalado-Perzua and
Arias-Valencia 2006) as a mere second-level coordinating units, or as a radi-
cally new organization that will overcome/merge existing ones, is not totally
out of ambiguity. Of course we would share the latter.
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